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. Abstract: This note is a practical desoription of Boolean algebra and its 
application to the analysis and synthesis of digital .computers. 
It is argued that knowledge of the theory and methods described 
here is equivalent in value to·considerable experience and in
genuity in the logical design of computers, and that it provides 
a way of bringing a novice in the field up to the point where he 
can make contributions considerably more quickly than' this is 
done at presento 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

TQ a t1~8t approximation we can describe a binary computer as 
a se:t ot28ta~," m.oz,' deviots functionally connected by an information 
processing networkQ This first approximation to any particular computer 
rapresents its logioal design; if it has been" well engineered and -well 
constructed, the app~ox1mation w1~ be useful: for example, we may then 
ignore the tact tbatthe voltages at or! tical points in the machine may 
assume any On6 of • ~ont1nuous range of value·so 

It is customar.y to represent the logical structure of a machine 
by block diagramsc Unfortunately, you cannot calculate with block dia
grams: they are merely expository devices. Everyone will agree that it 
would be helpful to be able to represent machines by sets of equations 
for which we know 81mple rules ot tr,nstor.mationG Mu~hwould then become 
routine which DOW requires more or less experience and ingenuity, leading 
the designer more qu1ckl7 to the important decisions. 

There "exists e s,ystem at m8the~atic8 within which such calculation 
is possibleo Its mechanical rules ere simpler than those of ordinary 
algebra, as will be seen in the nextsectiol1o Wit~,a very little practice 
at it, a novice in the field· of digital computers caD solve, with under
standing, a large clasBor non=trivial problemsG For example, the tollow
ing problem is solved later in the texto 
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Design a three bit "oounter" with the following "loops": 

FFl FF2 FF3 

1 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 ;;b 0 (alternates between llO and 011) 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 (passes from 000 into its 
1 0 0 cycle, but 000 is not 
0 0 1 included in the c.ycle) 
0 1 0" . 
1 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 (sticks on 101) 

Such devices might be used as operation counterso 

We do not by any means suggest that facility at Boolean algebra 
will supercede experienoe and ingenuity in the logical design of computerso 
Rather 

. (1) the algebra provides a way or efficiently channeling the 
experience and ingenuity of the novice: a unified theory accelerates and 
deepens learning. 

(2) it allows the practicing designer immediate access to the 
important, non-routine problems: they allow him to use his skill where 
it countso 

200 . BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

Boolean algebra1s most often developed as an abstraot mathema
tical system, the interpretation being lett .open. Bere, however, we paraliel 
eaoh step in the exposition of- the theor.y with its counterpart in terms of 
the familiar block diagrams in the hope of' prompting a sense ot confidence 
and familia~ty with the new t~chnique~ 

The voltage (or current or whatever phfsical magnitude represents 
information) stany logically important point in a machine mey be repres
ented to a first. approximation as a f\m.ction ot time whioh, for evel'1 value 
of' t,· is either 0 or 1& Any change in such a function will then be a jump 
discontinuity. 
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Examples 

• • • , 
eLOCt-< 

I I I I PULSES 0 t I I ,-
I /' I r , ,I 

GATE. 
0 • I , 
I 

D.C. 

0 LEVEL 

The elements of our algebra are such Boolean functions of timeQ 

We define four oper!ltions on such function,s: ways of compounding 
from x(t) and y(t) new Boolean functions.. For concise,ness we shall omit 
the time variable in the following table, in which, for example, flX!fI is 
an abbreviation for uxft(t)", and "x + ylt abbreviates "x(t) + y(t)n" 

t ~ t r Under "Graph" we show the outr,twaverorm 
)(' 

0 IJ 

I - \ when the inputs, x(t}, and y(t , arei ~ 0 I 
il 

Name' Table One Physical Block Diagram GI apr. 
Reali zati<;l n 

-, 

Not; x x ll 
,I- -, 

o 1 " 

Complement 1 0 ,-V~ \,,~ '~x ~J x ~-- ~X' INV 
", 

~ • ~ 
~ 

--

And; x y xy 7! !If 

000 
-:4 ~ ~ ~ Logical a 1 0 y.~ 100 ){,~ x 6T .... I==- 4 

.> - , . x·~ i t Product 111 ~~ 
. r 

+ y 

X ~ 
Ore 

, , X y x+y 
o 0 0 j t.. ~ ~ I--

Logical 01 1 X+~ ~ 1 .. )C>+-\J I- 0 I 

1 0 1 > !"--

Sum 11 1 ~ 

* ~ I 

Partial xy~ Proposal: i 

Sum; o 0 0 See 
Cyclic o 1 1 P. 4 ~ 

Sum; 1 0 1 x-r-X$:i 
I 

Symmetric 11 0 ~ ~ '""-

Difference 
~ 

I 
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Since there are a finite number of different ways of assigning 
o and 1 as values to n variables, it will always be possible to completely 
describe any Boolean function b.y a table 8S we have done for the four aboveo 

For n inputs there are 22n Boolean tunct10ns, anyone ot whiCh 
might be realize:9 electronically in some simple waYf;> The algebra is neutral 
on this issuea . new physical realizations of functions which previously had, 
to be built up out of others have algebraic representations waiting tor them 
and can be integra~ed, without; changing the algebra, into the data of the 
design problem. 

To proceed with th~ 1'oX1llalism: there ere 2n ways of assigning 
one of the two values, 0, 1, to eaoh 01' nvar1ableso Then it is practical 
to check anJ presumed theorem 01' our algebra by substituting (in tabular 
form) each possible combination of values tor the variables on each side 
of the equation. Thus we OB~ prove that the cyclic sum,~, is represented 
b.1 this combination 01' getee, mixers and inverterst 

....... - ............ ---·%0)' ----_ ... 
y 

o 0 0 001 
o 1 1 000 
1 1 0 111 
1 0 1 100 
t 

by 
definition 

t·, identical 
tor all 

x,y 

o 100 
1 111 
100 0 
o 001 

Note ~hat once the 4 paira of values 01' x, '1 are listed, the val",es of 
. x 8 and "It are determined, and from these, xoy', .7;}'fJ'1and xyV + x,9ye 

By the same tabular method each ot the following theoJ'ems of 
the' algebra can be proved 0 Ageln, for conoiseness, we have omitted time 
variable So '. , 

Law of Dou~ Negation3 (X9)9 c· x. 

DIlal Theorems (Theresultot inter Cha nglng 80' and lllB, 8+9 and &.9 in an 
eXpreS~i. on' is' tho e complement of that e~ress1ono The :re~ t of that inter- .. 
change in a theorem is another theorem.) 
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For Products 

No Powers 

xx = x . 

Multiply by a constant 81 
in arithmetic: 

O.x = 0 L~O 
-,; , 

H~ . ·GT. )t .... 

. . 'X 

FF 

For Sum.s 

No Numerical 
Coefficients.: x + x = x 

x. -1,--..-.1 
Addition of a constant: 

HI 
'l+x=l 

Associ&tive and Comlllutative Laws: Ignore groupip.g and order 

in pure products in pyre SUM; 

.1 

x(yz) ::; (xy)z::/ xyz x + (1 +.) = (x + :1) + z = x + y + Z 

xy=yx x+y=y+x 

De Moriani s Theorem: ex + y) I = x8y9 

~1E'thmot1c, you may also 
"add through" a~roduct: 

,x+ ~Y.Z)/= (x+y)g(x+ z) 

• 



A ver,y handy simplification: x + x'y = x + Y 

" 

Theorems ot more purely theoretical interest: 

Expansion of 'I' 

I is the sum of all 
2n possible products 
of n variables and 
their primes. 

= 

Each function of ~ variables cQn berepreaented b.1 dropping some of the 
terms of the abov~ sum: 

rex) = 1'(l),x + r(o)x' 

r(x,,.) = t(l,l)X1 + £(O,l)x'y + r(1,o)xy8 + r(0,0)x8,.1 

t(x,y,z)= r{l,l,l)xyz + ••••• + r(o,l,o)x l yz9 + 00000 + 'r(o,o,o)xll ,.lI z j 

etco 

Note the relation between zeros in the argument places and primes on the 
corresponding variables. ' 

This last theorem is ot special importance since it allows us to write 
an algebraic expression for a function, directly from its table: 

x 

1 
o 
1 
o 

y 

1 
1 
o 
o 

1 

° 1 
1 

The table 1s an abbreviation of 4 statements: 

r(l ,1) d: 1': 

i~~!~~: ~ 
t(O,O) =1 

.... r(X'1) = t(1,l)%1 + t(O,l')x!y + t'{l,O)xyt + £(O,O)%',.. 
= l.xy + 0.x'7 + l.xy' + 1.%111 

= xy + 0 + %7' + x t ,.. 

= Xl + xy' + X·,.8 
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A further example: 

x y z 

1 1 1 0 
o 1 1 0 
1, 0 1 1 
o O· 1 0 
1 1 0 1 
o 1 0 0 
1 0 0, 0 
o 0 0 1 

Page 7 

As aD exercise, Dote that in the first example, £(x,y) can be further 
simplified to x + y1. (Factor, and use the theorems: a + a i = 1; 
l.a = a; 8 + aVb = a + b) 

300 APPLICATION;TO PASSIVE. NETWOBP 

~e!llay,now illustrate the technique of reducing networks which 
do not containm~mory elements~ It is assumed that all pulses occur at 
the same ·t1ine, so the time variable will be dropped. 

\~, 

Example of translation, of eguatioD@ injio block diagram 

x = ab + a Y 

y = (a t b")1' 

. z = .. a + (ab) 9 

Here regard ~. and ~ as inputs, x, y and z 
as outputs and assume that ~ and Rare 

.. obtained from FrY s so that both a, b and 
8" and be are available • 

~--------------------~). 
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Simplification: This design contains redundancies in the sense that rewe:r 
gates and inverters may be used to get the same outputs for each input: 

Since x + xUy = x +,y 

x = at + b 

By De Morgan1 s theorem 

y = a + b 

z= a + aa + b ll = 1 + b t :: 1 

Thus z is simply a point"'which is permanently at, say, high voltage. 
This gives as a simpler equivalent block design 

~------~---------------()~ 

Example of translation of ,block diagram into symbols: 

We may analyzfJ the circuit following and simplify it by first 
translating it into equ~tionSl 

••.• ~.<. 

.' I I 
,iJ.(afJJJr + a -ta..a-

INV X= 
[A./(~a+a~ 

lrl----..... 
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Now we simplif.y: aa u = 0 and O.b = o. Then the aatb term vanishes. 

a + a ~ b = a + b. Hence x = ~Y (8 + bTI v. By De Morganll s theorem, 

x = b+ (a + b)u and by another application 

Simplified block diagram: 

1/...-.--------' 

A further simplification, which will eliminate the gate, is left as an 
exercise. 

Translation of tables into equations 

It is desired to construct a cirouit with the properties given 
by the table: 

a 

1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 

b 

1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 

() 

1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 

x 

o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 

which tells, for each possible triad of input values, the desired output .. 

We find the desired x = r(a,b,c)··as a sum of the products Basoc .... 
iated with the Its in the table. 

x = sbu e + ab t 0 11 = ebB (0 + c~) = sb' (1) = eb' 

Then c is superfluous: 

~ $ OX 

111 
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The devices indicated above have their analogies in the methods 
of Aiken and Shannon. However, the treatment of flip-flops in the next 
section is new, and represents a radical advance over other methods. 

4GO THE nIP-FLOP EQUATIONS 

At this point it becomes necessary to explicitly indicate the 
dependence on time of the variables in' our diacussion. Expressiona like 
wAtt)' represent voltage (or current or whatever physical quantity is 
used as the realization of our 0 and 1) at tic ar oints in the machine 
at time t. If!A (t) 2 is such an expression, 9A t + T n will be the voltage 
(or whatever) at the same point in the machine T seconds laterG 

For definiteness, let us assume ~ are dealing with a clocked 
machine, iQeo, a machine in which any changes in state of the FFns must 
occur at discrete times, the times at which the clock pulses ocouro Ca1l 

.' the period of the clock T" 

We shall analyze, under the name ~rlip-f'lopft an Eccles-Jordan 
multivibrator with 2 inputs, a clear and a set, with a cross-over circuit 
such that when both inputs are ~ott! simultaneously, triggering action 
occurs and the FF is complemented. This is somewhat different (superfic
ially) from the WWI sort of' FF which is provided with 3 inputs, no 2 of 
which may be gon' at oncee However, the transformation to the WI variety 
is simple, once the equation tor the present type is established. 

. . We know that the state or the F.F after the inputs have been 
~ulsed- depends only on (1) which inpUt has been pulsed {has value I) and 
(2) the state of' the FF at the time the input was pulsed: A(t+T)=f'~a(t),s(t),A(t2J 

For example, if neither input is pulsed, i.e"" if' oa(t) :: aCt) = 0, then 
the FF state doesn!t change: A(t + T) = A(t).If only the clear side, 
is pulsed ~a(t) :: 1, aCt) = ~ the state of the FF goes to 0 regardless 
of' what it was before: A (. t + T) = o. And if the FF is com:plemented by 
pulsing both inputs (oa(t) :: aCt) = I) then A(t + T) :, An (t). These 
characteristics ot the FF may be summarized by the following table. 

A(t + T) oa(t) aCt) A(t) Explanation 

0 1 1 1 Comn '.ement. 
1 0 1 1 .set.-
a 1 0 1. ClesT 
1 0 0 1 ·No .chsruze 
1 1 1 0 Complement 
1 , 0 1 0 Set 
0 1 0 0 Clear 
0 0 0 0 No ohanEls 
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This table determines A(t + T) as a function of the inputs and the state 
at tinle t. ,To· .get an equation for the FF we represent the table in the 
form 

A (t +T) = fGa (t),a (t) ,A (t2.1 = 

t(l,l,l)oa(t)a(t)A(t) + •••••• + f(O,O,O)oa V (t)a i (t)A8 (t), 

that is, as a sum of those products which correspond to the nl~s under ftA(t + f)u. 

A(t + T) = osl(t)a(t)A(t) + oSW (t)S1 (t)A(t) + oa(t)a(t)AR(t) + oa~(t)a(t)AU(t) 

Factoring "oaU (t)A-(t)t'from the 1st 2 terms and "a{t)AU (t)tt from the 2nd 2 terms: 

A(t + T) = oa s (t)A(t) ~(t) + 8 8 <t] + a(t)Au (t) Ga(t) + oa ff (tIl 

and since x + XU ::"1 and x.I = x 

!.A(t + T) = oa i (t)A (t) + a( t)Ai (t)1 
! 

This is the flip-flop equationl which describes the action of 8 FF the way 
x(t) (±)y(t) =:x{t)yft {t) + Xl (t)y(t) describes the aotion of a partial sum 
circuitfl Here, however, we deal essentially with a difference in time (it 
is this fact which Dlade the analysis ot the FF come later than that of 
"instantaneousn'networks in Boolean algebra). . 

Now the problem of designing a circuit us1ngfl1~flops is simply 
thBt of' oonnecting the proper network onto the two inpnts$ That is, it we 
know 08 ( t) and a (t) as functions of the ultimate inputs to the eircu.i t we 
can draw block diagrama tor the inputs to the tl1~flops and hence have the 
circuit. . 

Illustrations of Circuit Design yil Flip=Flop Equations 

2 stage Binarv Count!t 

(This example is chosen because the result is tamiliar~ In the 
next example we illustrate the use of' this method in au11zing a 1Il0re 
difficult problem.) We wish the oounter to be cyclic, i.e_, the successive 
states of the flip-flop are as ShOWll. The tli~tlop will progress from 
each state to the next atter a ~ command (P(t»fI 

1.1 '2 
~ IFF21 

0 

~) 0 
1 
1 
0 
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Apparently we need to clear FFl in only one ease: when A1 and 12 are both 
1 and there is a count pulse. . 

Thus 081 (t) = Al,{t)A2(t)P(t) , . 

In other cases where Al = 0 the'previous state was also 0, so no pulse is 
required to maintain the state. Note that we are designing in terms of the 
changes instate of the flip-flops, and n£!in terms of the states themselvese 

We must set A, when Al := 0, A2 = 1 and there is a count pulse: 

i 41 e., we wish to clear A2 when either of these two oonditions exis~~. 

Now we can fector~ Ai(t)A2{t)P(t) + Al(t)A2~t)P(t) 

= ~i (t) + Al (~ A2(t)P(t) = Q.J A2(t)P(t) 

:.l o82(t) = A2(t)P(t) I 
Thus we wish to clear A2 on the next pulse whenever it holds a 1, a fact 
whioh might have been read directly from the table (regardless of what is 
in the left hand cQlumn, the successor of any ~l' under vA2' is a 0). 

Finally, to set '2: 

82(t) = [!.:l (t)Ak(t) + Al (t)Ak(t}] pet) 

= I!:l. (t) + Al (~ A2(t)P(t) 

= A2(t)P(t) 

which means that A2 is to be set on the next pulse whenever it holds a 
'01 regardless of what A1 holds. Tbisalso might have been seen from the 
table. 
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, We DOW :tlave, tortheeptions :for::,the chflDges to the grids ot 
tbe ·tlip-tloJ>' th~ tollowiDg (abbre\d8ted";bJ:d~iDgthe It'). 

o·1·;.A1A~ 

.,ai-'iA/ 

O~2;·"A~ 

... ·.2 =.~2P 

!he"e mer be . reduced.:·. rep1eoins"'" in tM'.t1rflt:equat1on by 11082' 

(tromthe ' third):: 811e141 tto 1ntbe second 1 

~al- = A108 2 

0
8 2 = 'r. 
82 = 'bY' 

.. 

Thus we have eliminated several gates. "!lhe 'block diagram is unfamiliar 
because of the use ot two-~ptttfl1p-f'lop8. . 

~--------~~--p 

Using Onl7 tlle 'tri'gg,r inputs of tl1p ... tl~p8· reaul ts in a.simple,:r circuit: 

Be~e o. III a = c8. The flip-flop equation become. 
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Returning to the table, A 1 should be . 'Complemented whenever A 2 = 1: 
, ,'-

and for A21 c82 = P (complemented ',on !Drlpulse) 

The Block Diagram 

..... ---...--..... -----.......-..--- p 

Note that the delay necessary so that A2'w111'clienge,a!:ter P has tried 
to pass the gate is assumed·to exist in the W. This was implicit in our 
original FFequat16n. 

We now indicate, without ~u()bcomment,tbe ~olut1.on of the less 
familiar problem proposed. ,1~ ,the ··lri'troduq.t1on. WesheJ.l use. only the com
plement input to the rli~tlop8 (.2t~ept rOit're~d1ng 1n"n'Wltbers, 8 simple 
process which we won-It inql~$ ,in ~be·:P;robleDl). The "counter" changes 
state when it receives e commend'puliS.$,··p(t). 

o 
o 
1 / 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
o 

* 1 
o 
o 

~) 
J " (ab.p;r:e:v!eted form of the full equation: 

We are eoncern~4,' ~n17 with the changes 
in. the states ot. th., flip-flopse 
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For AI: cal = (A1At3 + A:tAt3 + AiAt3 + Al A2A3)P 

= ~~3 (A2 + A~) + AiA2U,3 + AiD 

I cal = (A~3 + A:lh)P I 
For A2: ca2 = (AiA2A3 + AIAt3 + AiA2A3 + A1At3)P 

= ~iA~U3 + A,3) + A2 (A:l.A.3 ~ A1A;jP 

1 
a = FA ~ A' + A .. (A fA 1 + A A )lp 'I' . c 2 L:l 2 2 1 3 1 3~ _ -

For A3~ cs) = (AlA~~ + AiA~3 + AlA2A~ + AiA~3)P 

'= ~lA~(A2 + Ak) + AiA,3(A2 + AkIlp 

, c8 3 = ~lA3 + AiA;]P 

In order to simplify the block diagram for this counter, let us 
assume that we have available a "package" realization of x (f) y. 

cal = (Al A3 + AIA2)p as before 

oa2 = ~iA2 + A2 (AI (f) A3)j P 

c8 3 = (AI ~ A3)P 

We may now (assuming that inverters are cheap) use the same circuit for 
Al G> A3 in the second and third equations-

~, AI 
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In case inverters are more expensive than gates, we might synthesize 
(A 1 '(±) A.3) ~ dire ctly 

A,3 

A' .3 

I}fote that this is the duel of the circuit for ~: we intercbanged gates (~) 
and mixers (+]O8 

As 8 final example of the use of the algebra in synthesizing 
cirouits we shall design an adder. 

Let A1 :and B1 be the digits to be added i~ stage #i, and let 
the carry into this s~age be 01- Then the carry out will be 01+1 and the 
well known table governs the action of the stage: 

Ai (t) Bi(t) C1(t) : : °1+1 (t) : Ai (t + T) 

1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 

Note that we require the car:r,-y to be int;3tantaneouss there is to be no 
cumulat1 va daIsy, from stege to stage. Also note that the sum is to be 
stored in Ale Th.1s timeourteble does,no.t represent the successive states 
of 8 counterJ W~ ere inter~$ted,in sUQ~~$$1ve states of Ale These are 
indicated row by . row by looking. t1rs:t;,~1ioolumn one and then ,at the parallel 
entry in the ,las'\; oolumn. ,UeecomPlementeble ITa (we wish to complement 
in cases 3, 4, S,,6)~ Note that these are just the cases in which Bi(t) = 
01 (t), i.e., B1 (t) e 01 (t) = 1 
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[!e have introduced the add 
command: p(t)j -

Now we need to know how to get C1+1(t) as a function of the three parameters 
on the left. Apparently 

01+1 = (AiBiCi + AIBiCi + AlBiCi + AiBiC:\)P 

which can be factored: 

I C1+1 = [!iCi + (Bi (£> Ci)Ailp I 
or in unabbreviated form: 

C1+1(t) = ~i(t)Ci(t) + (Bi(t) $Ci(t»Ai(tI] p(t) 

Note that because of the delay presumed inherent in the flip-flop 0i+1 
will depend on the original A(t), before cornplementing$ 

E.l:lrther reduction: Since Bi (t) (f) 01 (t) appears in both equations: 

cBi (t) = (}i (t) (f) 0i (tIl p{t) 

Ci+1(t) = Bi(t)Ci(t)P(t) + c8 i(t)Ai(t) 

Now 0i(t) is a result of gating various inputs from previous stages with 
the 'command pulse, p(t). Therefore, we need not multiply it again b.Y p(t); 

c8 i(t) = Bi(t)P(t) G)Ci(t) 

Ci+l{t) = Bi(t)Ci(t) + c8 i(t)Ai(t) 

Block Diagrmq 

~---...-----c.t 

C..t., 
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50 0 DELAY EtElVIENTS 

To illustrate our method of treating delay elements, consider 
the following device for realizing x(±) '1 on the trigger input to a flip-flop. 

o o 
a.. 

X(~~/) +tj(~) 
X(t) ---.... I-w:l .... ---- ~(-t:,) 

It has already been noted that the realization of <±> with ordinary electronic 
components requires two gates, two inverters (unless the complements of the 
inputs are also available) and a mixer; it is advantageous to trade for all 
this a delay element and 8 single mixer~ The action of the second circuit 
is simple: if x and y both occur, the flip-flop is complemented twice, 
resulting in no change, whereas if one but not the other occurs it is com
plemented only once. 

We oan easily derive the equivalence of the two circuits in our 
formalism, but we have as yet no mechanical way of determining where it 
would be judioious to introduce delayse In this respect our treatment of 
delays parallels that of flip-flops: the introduction of both flip-flops 
and delays is a problem of planning. The design problem takes those ele
ments as data together with their operation cycle, and asks for the most 
economical connecting ne"twork which meets the I1boundary conditionstto 
(The analogy between flip~flops and delay ele~ents has as its theoretical 
basis the fact that a~ delay element can be represented as a rlip~flop 
gated with a clock of appropriate frequency and phasee) 

6(l 0 OTHER PROBLEMS AND APPLICATIONS 

Magnetic Devices 

Ceramic end ferromagnetic cores act as memory devices in such a 
way that there is generally no continuous signal output indicating that the 
core holds a '09 or a 9ll~ It has already been proposed that sucb devices 
be interpreted as flip-flops with built-in gates. 

The main apparent difficulty in applying this algebra to magnetic 
devices is that from a 2 state core, three outputs are possible: a pulse 
of "+" polarity, a pulse of 1.0=." polarity and no p:gl§e.. We wisb, if' possible, 
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to avoid going over to a three-valued algebra for the analysis of these 
devices, first because of the complexity of such a formalism, and second 
because the cores are themselves devices which have only two states of 
magnetization in current applications41 

It would be easy enough to resort to some such device as lumping 
together two of the three outputs from a core for the purposes of analysis; 
but it remains to be seen whether such a device will result in a theory 
which ignores important logical possibilities in circuits using magnetic 
cores. For further remarks, see Appendix III~ 

Probability in the Boolean Machine 

When a computer is interpreted as a physical realization of a 
set of Boolean equations it becomes possible to apply probability theory 
in suCh a way that we obtain information about the density of information 
in critical registers. The application to input~output problems (buffer 
storage, etco) is apparent. (See articles by Reed in Bibliography.) 

Combinatorial Problems; Planning vs. Design 

We have shown a method whereby, given the desired cycle, a logic~ 
ally optimum counter may be designed (relative to existing "packaged" reali.,.. 
zations of logical fUnctions)~ But this theory sheds no direct light on 
the problem: what is the most desirable c.ycle for a given application? 
Rather, we have suggested that the theory, in reducing the actual design 
to a routine process, leads the designer more quickly to that crucial ques
tion. N flip-flops are capable of 2n different configurations, and there 
are 22n different ttcounting" cycles which might be obtained. The optimum 
electronic realizations of these are not all of the same complexity; and 
often, in a particular application (say where arbitrary meanings are assigned 
to the various stages of the count) anyone of a number of these cycles would 
be equally useful. The problem is then not:uWhat, for the given c.ycle, is 
the optimal realization'?", but rather, "Oomparing a number of usable cycles 
and their optimal realizations, which of these ~s optimum1" (which of a 
number of relative minima is least?) 

We might call such decisions combinatorial rather than logical. 
The algebra, as developed here, provides no complete solutions to such 
problems!! However, it appears that the problem may be soluble by further 
analysis. (One possibility is this3 formulate a set of fully mechanical 
rules for deciding between two circuits on grounds of relative complexity 
in terms of available components· then program a computer to work out all 
optimal designs (relative minima) and decide between them as to the absolute 
minimum. ) 

In general, the broader questions of computer planning are illum
inated but not solved by the present theory. It is entirely possible that 
further theoretical development, incorporating combinatory, statistical and 
inrormation-theoretic elements with the present theory may lead to a mathe
matical treatment of the broader questions concerning the organization of 
computing machinery. 
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The present theory gives something like the following general 
picture of digital computers. Any particular analog computer may be re
garded as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of differential 
equations. Similarly we may regard any digital computer, general purpose 
or otherwise, as a physical realization or analyzer of a set of Boolean 
difference equations. 

The equations analyzed by a machine may be studied in a perfectly 
abstract way (this has not been done here) just as the machine may be studied 
as a physical entity. Then two points of view are possible: 

(1) The Boolean difference equations describe the working of the 
machines 

(2) The machine realizes or analyzes the equations. 

It is the validity of the second point of view which motivates 
the building of any machine. 

History of this Theory and Relation to Other Theories 

The English mathematician, George Boole, presented, in 1847, the 
first workable but cumbersome predecessor of the present sort of formalism. 
He was interested in its interpretation as an algebra of logic and of proba..., 
bility, and it was the application to logic which inspired the investigations 
of his successors, W. S. Jevons, C. S. Peirce, E. Schroeder and others in 
increasing the power and simplicity of the algebra. 

One logical interpretation of the present algebra is this: let 
the variables (dropping the time arguments altogether) represent sentences 
such as "3> 2", "3> 5" and "Water boils at loooon. The two values 0 and I 
are interpreted respectively as falsity and truth, so that 3)2 = I but 
.3 > 5 = O. "XU It is the sentence which is true when "x" is false, and vice 
versa; (the contradictory or "xu) "it is not the case that XU or briefly 
"not xu. Therefore, (3) 5) ft = I. "x.y" is the sentence "x and y", which 
is true only when both x andy are true: (3) 5). <:3> 2) = O. x + Y is 
x and/or y (briefly: x or y), which is true if x is true or y is true or 
both are true: (3) 5) + t3 >2) =1. Similar interpretations may be found 
for the'other Boolean functions, and 'it will be seen that, on this inter~ 
pretation, the theorems of the system are those laws of logic which apply 
t~ propositions end their combinat1onso 

When we drop the assumption that the variables may have only 
the two values 0 end I there results a formalism which has as one of its 
interpretations a logic. of classes containing the classioal theory of 
syllogisms. 

It was, as tar as we know, Claude Shannon who, in 1938, first 
published an interpretation under which the algebra becomes a theory o£ 
relay and switching circuits" Shannon's interpretation led the way to an 
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application of the algebra to static information~processing networks of 
all kinds, including those used in present-day electronic digital computers. 
However, Shannon's theory took no account of the dependence on time of the 
states of a computer. Therefore, while it led to en analysis of networks 
of gates, mixers, inverters and the. rest, it did not permit an analysis of 
flip=flops. That theory was no substantial help in designing counters, 
adders and so on. 

After Shannon, the principal development of algebraic methods 
in this field came from Burkhart, Kalin end Aiken of the Harvard Computation 
Laboratory. In the form in which it was published in 1951, their algebra 
(which shared with Shannon 9s a lack of adequate means for representing time 
variables) was an arithmetic of 0 and I. 

Boolean Algebra 

(+ and ~ have the meanings 
used in this text) 

x+y 

Aiken~s Formulation 

(+ and @ have their ordinary 
arithmetical meanings) 

1 = x 

Superficially, the· Aiken algebra is easier to use than Boolean 
algebra, since it is merely ordinary arithmetic restricted to 0 and 1~ 
However, for every new law which one must learn in order to use Boolean 
algebra, one must learn an arithmetical trick to use the Aiken a,lgebra", 
Consider, for example, the transformation which in Boolean algebra is accom
plished by De Morgan!s theorem: 

bey) B = x~+ yV 

In AikenBs algebra it beoomes neoessary to delicately introduce l~s and 
parentheses in order to go from 1 .. xy (our n(xy)wtl) to (l=x) + (l-y) "" 
(I-x) (l=y) (Our "XU + yU8). Then Aikens s arithmetic is at least as hard 
to handle as Boolean algebra. Furthermore, it has the disadvantage that 
while an entire expression such as ~x + y - xy' (our Wx + y') is always 
either 0 or 1, yet such expressions often contain parts which are neither, 
o nor 1, and hence meaningless. Thus if x = Y = 1, x + y ... xy = 1, but -"~ 
part of it, x + y, is 2, which is meaningless in the interpretation", We 
have examined this matter here in some detail in order to justify our use 
of a simple but unfamiliar formalism rather than a familiar but unexpect-
edly complicated one. . . 
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The present theory, with its use of time variables throughout, 
is the wo'rk of Irving S. Reed. To our knowledge it is the first analysis 
of computing machines powerful enough to provide 8 general method for syn~ 
thesiz1ng tlip~flop circuits such as aocumulators b.y straightforward cal
culation. Furthermore, by designing not in terms of the sequence of states 
of the flip-flops, but rather in terms of the ch,ngea in their states, we 
are led directly to a minimal design, without the use of such cumbersome 
devices as "minimization charts". 

It should be stressed that the present report is an account ot 
the most direct and easily used practigal outcomes of the theory. For 8 

rigorous mathematical account of the theory the reader is referred to the 
papers by Reed in the Bibliography. The introduction of' time variables 
makes possible an extension of Boolean algebra ,into analxsise The theoretoo 
ioal background of the results presented here 1s an analogue of' the calculus 
and theory of ordinary differential equations, based, not on ordinary arith-
metic, but rather on Boolean algebra. < 

These methods were used, in a restricted f'orm, in the design of 
the MADDIDA and CADAC computers, beginning in the winter of 19470 One of 
the results of the theoretical studies has been that the present method 
is applicable to pulse circuits in general, and not only to computers using 
a special sort of clock waveform. 
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APPENDIX I 

Summary 

x y xft x+y ,X'J x(±):y x~ y x\y 

1 1 a 1 1, 0 0 a 
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
1 a 0 1 0 1 a 1 
0 0 1 0 0 a 1 1 

There are 22n~istinct funotions of n variables, some. of which are repeti
tions of functions of n - 1, n - 2, Qeoe, 1, 0 variables. E.gs, x B appears 
above as a function of two variables (its value is defined for all 4 values 
of x, y; but since it is actually definable in terms of x alone, it is 
really a funotion of 1 variable). The two functions of 0 variables are 
o and Ie 

There are an infinite number of functions in terms of which all 
functions can be defined. The two such functions of 2 variables are • and 

,<II For example: 

xix = x~ 

(x\y), (xly) = ry 

It follows that all other functions are definable in terms of' , since all 
functions ar~ definable in terms of ~ and !n£: 

x + y = (x~ y! ) ! 

x(f)y = xyU + x 9y 

etc. 

Physical Realizations of Functions: 

(The list is not complete) (In the ~agnetic circuits current in the indi
cated directions represents 1; no current represents 0; diodes might be 
necessary to prevent back flow and for clamping.) 
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Complement + 

___ --x' 

(Bias and voltage dividing 
network are such that when 
the grid goes positive, the 
x'~ point goes 9.2!n to zero.) 

~. 

All circuits may be used 
with n inputs; shown here 
with n = 2. + 

--Provides Amplification, 
out ut pulse is inverted e 

x .... y 
[P.C,LEVE~SJ 

Page 24 

Product 

For n inputs: 

+--M fin. t 
For 2 inputs, gives ampllficationg 

output pulse is inverted. 

...__--x ~ [D.C. L.EVELS] 

For ~ inputs (shown with n~2): 

8'AS 
I 

B 

B 

--------~-----------H 

H 
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Partial Sum 

u. you can ignore the polarity otthe output and depend on the 
coincidence in time, duration, amplitude and shape of ~ andy -- ... - .. ---.. -

Otherwise 

Black Box III 

(If the variables and also 
their primes are available.) 

r- - - - - - - - - - - - -, 
I I 

t 
I 
I , , 
t , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- __ ~ ... ..1: 

. e'! 

~, ,', 'X 

H 

Black Box #2 

(If the variables, but not their 
primes, are availebleo) 

r-- ..... -- --------, 
I 

I I 
t I 
I, t 
f t 
t I 

'\;t 

t, I 
t I .. 
I l 
I' I 
t' 1. I L.. _.~:."';" ...... _ .-' __ ...... ____ .J 

It follows from the statements on the previous page that, given realiza
tions of not and 1nQ, black box realizations ot.all other functions can 
be constructed. And givenrealizat10ns ot+9.t '1:, all needed black boxes 
can be constructed. " 

cO-
A(t + Er= aB(t) ca A(t) 

Triggers when both inputs 
are pula.diet oncee 

A(t +E) == .:(t)1'(t) + o.t(t)A(t: 

(Reducea to: 'the tirat ;08.e " 
.. hea a == 01) , 
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Magnetic 
Memory Core 

oct(t) ---+--.... 
. c1 (~I ....... .......-----t-.. 

currents as shown 
represent 1. !!2 
current represents O. 

Value of A I' = 1, ~ = 0 

oa(t) 

1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 

_.~(t) A(t) 

1 1 
1, 1 
0,. 1 
Q 1 . ) 100., . " ) 

o ,,' ,~. ) 

0 . 0 

'.' ,#!t-

A (t + ~) = Ga u (t) + a (ill A ( t) + Ga B( t) ." 11 (t] AU (t) 

R(t) = os(t)a'(t)A(t) 

• Page 26 

A(t +E;) R(t) 

1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1l 
1 0 

.0 n 
0 0 

This can be set and cleared; read out by clearing (if the core held a 1 
there will be a pulse out). However: it won't trigger as shown, and the 
readout is e single pulse, rather 'than a D-C levele 
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APPENDIX II 
) 

Some Theorems of Boolean Algebra 

Ignore order and grouping in pure sums and pure products. 

"Multiply through" and factor as in ordinary algebra, and: "add 
~hrougbn a product. 

a(b + 0) ~ ab + 80 

I 

a + (b.c) = (8 + b).(s t c) 

o+x=x o.x = ° x+x=x x + XV = 1 

1 + x = 1 x • x = I 

Expansion or a Function 

r(x,y,z) = r(o,o,o)x'Y'zu + r(1,O,O)xy0 z@ + Qe.e + r(l,l,l)xyz 

={!(O,O,O) + ~~(l,O,O) + Xl~ ••••• j!(l,l,l) + XI+yi+~ 
In particular, for the constant tunctionf(x,y,z) = I for all x,y,z, we get 

I = xn y 8z ' + xy8 ZB + ~ee. + X1z (all S terms are present) 

and for the constant r(x,y,z) = ° we get 

o = (x+y+z) • (x9+y+z) ••• &. (xs+yn+z9) (all S factors ere present) 

De Morgan i sLaw: (xy) i = XV + '1' ; (x+y) U = x 9yU 

Elimination of a factor: x + xly = X + Y 

Theorems rela ting to (i) : 

x $ (ye z) = (xEf) y)E9 z = x $ y e z 

X~1=yG)x 

xEt)y = xyU + x',.. 
x+y=xG>y$xy 
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(x ~ y) ft = x 9 (f) y = x ED y' 

Ilx ~ y) I is an interesting functions it is 1 exactly when x and '1 
have the same valu~ . 

x(y Ef) z) = 7:3 Ef) xz 

If x G) y = z, x = '3' If) z (Permits solution of ·equetions) 

x~ I = Xl 

xt:l;)O=x 

x(t)x=O 

For a more complete list of theorems, see works of Couturat and 
Whitehead listed in Bibliography. 

Any expression can be put in the form3 

Ax + B;x! 

esge, the equation for the FF with 2 inputs is in that form ° , 

To complement such an expression it is sufficient to complement 
the "coefficients": 
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APPENDIX III 

Core Analysis with 3 Valued Logic 

oa(t) aCt) A(t) 

-1 -1 -1 
0 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 

.... 1 0 c;:ol 
0 0 -1 
1 0 -1 

-1 1 ... 1 
0 ""'" , 1 ·1 
1 

.. 

1 -1. "',', ', .... , .'" 
...,1 .~ ...... l 0 

0 ".;, ... ..,,, .... 1 .. C 
1 .... CIIOl Q 

-1 ",,' .. "" .. " 0 0 
0 '''- 0 0 
1 0 0 

c:::>l ,1 .. 0. 
0 1 " ..... 0 
1 1 0 

... 1 . ~~ ... - ~ .... , .. 1 
0 ,'. "",1 

'" .. 1 
1 ,t'· ~~ .1 

.... 1 ,.,. ,., .. 0.,.".,.':' ., 1 
0 . , ,0,,, 1 
1 .: .. 0 .. , ... ....... ,.' 1-

.... 1 - .. 1.,: ,,, l~ 
0 1. 1 
1 1 1. 

A(t. +6) 

",,1 
'=1 
-1 
1 

-1 
... 1 
1 
1 

:-1 
0 

·-1 
-1 
1 

: Q 

:-1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

-1 
.... 1 
1 
1 

-1 
1 
1 
1 

R(t) 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1. 
0 
0 

-1 
-1 
1 
0 

-1 
1 
1 

<ftI'!"",~ 

0 
0 

-1 
-1 
0 
0 

.-1 
Q 
0 
0 

aCt) = ±1 has same effect 

as os{t) = +1 
R is wound so that when 
the state of the core is 
moving toward 1, R = 1, i.e., 

~(t) .~~¢:>~(t) < A(t +E] 
~(t)=9<=>~(t) = A(t +E] 
~(t) = -~~{t) > A(t +e] 

tt ~ n means if and only if 

ou_ .... - ....... 
a---4 ...... -~ 

A--...... -R 

.. :' 

S ta te of the core~ 

-1 =... ; +1 = ~ ; 0 = no 
magnetization5 

Currents in the windings are 
poai ti ve as.shown by arrowsfl 
Opposite current: ClDl4> l!2. 1:0. 

The rules of 3 valued algebra are more etUnbersome tha~ those of the present 
theory. : . 

Note that cores require a 3 valued analysis only to the same extent that 
vacuum tube eireni ts do. In vacuum tube cirQu1ts,toQ, there are three 
possible inputs and outputs: positive, neg~t1ve and zero pulses. In trying 
to account for such circuits in terms ot 0 ~nd ~ 81on~, we ere somewhat 
farther from rea1itt than when we use -1·, O.·azid 1. ~t the three valued 
analysis is· itself's bigh-order abstractiorl.tro.the real situation with 
its continuumot infinitely many values. . 
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The point is that we pay for the additional simplicity of each 
higher order of abstraction in faithfulness of the resulting black-and
white picture of the real situation-

We believe that a 3 valued analysis would be of use, but the 
use would be a better evaluationot the limitations of the two valued 
approaoh. There may exist combinations of elements whose utility depends 
on the polarities of the pulses involved. Such designs could be "cranked 
out" of a :3 valued analysis. But it may be that, having recognized them, 
they can be introduoed into the two valued analysis by special deviceso 
One suoh device is translating a single pulse-train-

into two: 

{ 

~S. 

_-+-_oaIA .... __ · ,A .. _--+ __ NEG. 
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